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ABSTRACT

In a traditional Indian society, women find space as a living being. She needs to be a wife and mother first and then a living being with heart and head. Right from childhood, women have been trained to suppress their physical needs, keeping their families' interest foremost in their minds. Sex is something forbidden to them, and it is treated as a cause for challenges and catastrophes. Under the pretext of maintaining tradition, female sexuality has been suppressed. Instead, it has been appreciated in exalted terms by glorifying motherhood. Infertility in married life affects both husband and wife, yet it is the woman who usually carries the social stigma. Women's social status, how they are regulated in life, economic independence, survival, and marital life are all equivalent to nothing unless their married life becomes fruitful. In this connection, Anderson opines, "motherhood is generally recognized as an essential part of being a woman, to an extent that women without children are usually described as unsatisfied and incomplete" (42). For a woman whose married life is barren, her body itself becomes an object of discontentment. This paper attempts to view the female body in Manju Kapur's Custody novel from a feminist perspective.
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Introduction

Attaining motherhood is considered as a task well accomplished by all married women. The failure to attain motherhood is viewed with utmost contempt. She becomes vulnerable to all sorts of rebukes and psychological pressures from the family and the society. Infertility in married life becomes the root cause for filing divorce. Therefore, it is imperative to understand the barrenness in married life both in terms of physical sense and also in social concern. In the culture of Indian, the parts played by motherhoods are inculcated into the girl child's mind since from the childhood then they are encouraged to enact the roles of mothers for their younger siblings or with dolls. Their capacity to reproduce is made conscious from childhood and once they reach the puberty stage, their capability to reproduce is appreciated by conducting a family function. The stage before a woman attaining motherhood is the marriage stage. It is enacted with all pomp and splendor. It happens to be the biggest ceremony in a woman's life. In Indian tradition, marriage is viewed as a social and religious custom and in it love has only a peripheral role to play. Marriage is a passport for attaining motherhood. The rituals performed during the marriage and after it are meant for attaining motherhood. In Custody novel, Manju Kapur discusses motherhood from a different perspective and suggests alternative means for attaining motherhood such as step mothering. It is a very positive step taken for protecting women suffering from biological childlessness as it permits to explore other possible means of attaining motherhood. Simon de Beauvoir came without his observation that women have been trained from their infancy to get ready for childbearing. There are many who glorify the pleasures of bearing a child whereas there are not many to explain about the hardships of menstruation, illnesses and the day today household drudgery. Beauvoir further observes that women have been under the impact of sustained pervasiveness from the society since their childhood and are made to embrace motherhood willingly. In order to isolate women from their own body skills, it is necessary to institutionalize their bodies.

"motherhood is seen as an institution of patriarchy that ensures the control of women by their imprisonment in domesticity. It is seen to regulate women to the private world of child-bearing and rearing apart from the public world of wage earning and decision making and the intellectual and academic world of creative thinking and writing." (Saharan, Asha : 69)

CUSTODY FROM A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE

Woman attaining motherhood is considered as a major achievement of her life and there are derogatory terms earmarked for referring to who do not attain it. Terms such as 'barren' and 'childless' is referred to only women and no male is called 'non father'. In the society, women bodies are considered as high-tech reproductive technology. In this context, it is pertinent to mention the observations of Adrienne Rich who states that in the patriarchal setup, a woman attaining motherhood is no more a human condition and instead it is rape. There are patriarchal forces in the society who glorify mothers, motherhood and recognize their normative quality. As per Adrienne Rich, "parenthood of women isn't just a center human relationship , however a political organization , a cornerstone to the control in each circle of ladies by men." (216)

In Custody novel, the protagonist Ishita hails from a middle class family and her life is affected by moral values and
social taboo practiced in a patriarchal setup. She is from an orthodox family practicing Indo-Aryan codes on morality. For them: “marriage keeps on having material, social and representational implications also, outcomes which are awry regarding their suggestions for females also, guys in at any rate three huge ways. Right off the bat, selfhood, decency and status are attached to wifehood and parenthood in more demanding manners than they are to being a spouse and/or father. A solitary man or man without kids is viewed as shocking, however, a lady in a comparable circumstance is ominous, perhaps risky. (Palriwala: 400-401).

Ishita enters into a wedlock with a gentleman arranged by her parents. Very soon her married life runs into rough weather due to her inability to attain pregnancy. In spite of various treatments given to her, she is not able to become fruitful. She gets disturbed psychologically. She mutters: "littler than the ants on the ground, littler than the bits of the residue in the sunlit air, littler than drops of dew got between pieces of sod toward the beginning of the day was Ishita as she sat in the gynecologist's office." (65) Since Ishita has problems in getting conceived, she is shabbily treated by her family members and the society. In their eyes, she is incomplete’ and 'worthless'. Reber rightly points out: "childbearing has been seen as a significant sexual orientation explicit function to ladies. Accordingly ladies who can't manage kids, experience an inescapable Feeling of individual disappointment." (674). From the novel, it is evident that utmost importance is given to material possession and terms and conditions entered before enacting a marriage looks lopsided. The mother in law of Ishita opines: "for us cash isn't significant as family. But, beta, it is fundamental that Suryakanta have a kid. As the main child, he needs to ensure that the Bloodline of his ancestors proceeds." (69). She also opines that: "she was unable to imagine, whereupon SK had concluded he could not love her." (127).

From the beginning itself, it became quite apparent that the married life of Ishita would fail.it became a failure due to her inability in attaining pregnancy. It is purely a biological reason and she has no role to play in it.

The author Manju Kapur gives telling account of the oppressive and gender discriminating norms followed by certain sections in the society. The author exhibits a version of the family which is more concerned with the material possession and Ishita's in law is a very good example for it. She says” for us, the young lady's characteristics were everything. You realize we requested no settlement." (69). Consequently, their reaction is that when a woman is unable to attain pregnancy, then she does not have right qualities to have descendants. Then, a mutual consent has to be worked out for divorce and some kind of cash settlement has to be worked out. Ishita suffers from mental trauma since, "the mother bean to all her shameless, the sisters refused to talk to her, the father and SK avoided her."(72). Ishita proves to be very vulnerable is ashamed of everything. In the early stages of married life, she suffers due to identity lacks and nurtures an opinion that the women cannot carrying out her part properly. The mother in law of women is least inclined to spend any cash on women which makes the women sorely contemplate: "had there been something wrong with S.K., they would have moved paradise and earth to get a child's deformity adjusted. In an ideal world the equivalent assets would have been put at the removal of a girl – in – law.

In any case, this was not an ideal world." (68). Ishita very rapidly loses her health as well as self esteem due to her barrenness in married life''hadn't they esteemed her for herself? Being a childless, consigns her to the status of a 'no one' as she has neglected to demonstrate her womanliness through youngster bearing. This is my karma, nothing will break it." (68). Due to her barrenness, her married life with Suryakanta is as good as a ship laboring in a storm. It is her physique which has made the women weak to the culture: "The women's body imagined that had known so much love and afterward to such an extent Discipline. Later she despised her body, loathed it. Oppression of science is what's amiss with the general public" (138).

The woman nurtures a kind of disaffection from her physique and examines it in a meticulous manner. She is troubled by feelings such as self hatred and insufficiency and it leads to weakening her confidence . she regulates in doldrums. In a patriarchal society, a woman's physique is considered as nothing but a a product and property . She is troubled by a vexing question. How long can she disengage her physique from others. Ishita is both a product as well as the prisoner of her own generative framework where the own body of women is the battleground for her own freedom fights.

Ishita experiences 'affected exile'that the physique of ishita senses severed from the pain as if it is unfamiliar to ishita. In the domestic life, she is considered as a failure. Since her failure is a biological one, she starts underestimating herself. She suffers due to twin diasters. The first is as astranger to masculine powers and then a woman that she is unable to attain fertility. In an orthodox set up, a woman becomes powerless in the event of not being able to attain fertility in married life. As ill luck would have it, Ishita is given marching orders from the house and she feels her fate to be due to her inadequate body. Her married life ends with a divorce and she becomes much dejected afterwards. She is given a fresh lease in her life as a worker in NGO run by Mrs. Hingorani. Ishita even thinks about adopting a child ,but her psychological weakness and her frequent exposure to an atmosphere where woman are considered as procreators and protectors of the family make her loathe herself: "if only she could tear out her whole reproductive system and throw it on the road."(127). She loathes her
body, loathes herself and her mind is thick with negative thoughts.

The novel Custody is an aggressive discourse on the interior world of politics and it finds fault with her as a failure. This feminine project moves to a climatic stage as and when she becomes a primary oppressor like Shagun who is not afraid of crossing the social taboo so as to follow her own ideas sincerely. Ishita enters into a second marriage with Raman and comes back to the position so crudelybrushed from her. Both wife hood and motherhood were taken away from her. Her husband's social position gets uplifted as soon as he marries her. This elevation is quite akin to great women in Indian epics who could make easy access to power and other social honors once they get into contact with men. The love life of the couple is expressed by the author in material aspect;

"at adornments counters lamentably love should be converted into rupees…
They chose a mid-extend one for 30,000/- .. On Ishita's hand genuine romance shimermed" (302).
After undergoing all kinds of troubles in her life, Ishita is able to come back to her old self with the help of her biological family. She takes a trip down her memory lane and embarks on a fresh journey with hope lending her support. In a phased manner, Ishita is able to get rid of her negative thoughts and show love and affection towards Roohi, a parentless girl. When she comes across Raman, a divorce, two of them are able to develop a healthy rapport. Until then, she never thought anything about her body. She was in a self exilestate. Now, she is able to exert control over her body. As a living being, Ishita had denied any sexual pleasure to her body. But in the company of Raman, the body of Ishita was earlier "disempowered by her infertility and now, it develops allowing for her and alsopractices a successfulliberty."( Saharan: 71).

Though not being the biological mother of Roohi, she enjoys all kinds of joy a motherhood could bring to a lady. The body of Ishita was earlier "disempowered by her infertility and now, it developswallowing for her and alsopractices a successfulliberty."( Saharan: 71).

SUMMATION
Ishita exhibits her individuality in choosing her life partner as well as in adopting Roohi as her child. These two courageous decisions bring joy and happiness in her life. Kapur delves into the intricacies of women's sexual experiences so as to decode several tropes transgression which impact on body and psyche. The author tactfully employs woman's physique as an instrument to question certain controversial social determinants depriving a woman's control over her physique. Her expertise in writing appears to give an idea that the Indian society is in a state of flux and it is imperative to recognize the values of democracy such as dignity, peace and justice a comfortable place. It is time to consider treating women in a dignified manner and let her take important decisions in her life.
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